CD-ROMS - SOFTWARE
FLIGHT SOUND X - AVIATION
HEADSET/USB ADAPTER

Just plug and play ... and you’re ready to go! Flight Sound X is designed
to be as easy to use as possible - no additional software, no batteries,
no external power sources - just one standard USB cable. Just ‘plug
and play’! When users have finished with the device, simply unplug
it, and the computer will revert to its original audio settings. The Flight
Sound X adapter is a great accessory for any pilot! Features: USB 1.1
and 2.0 compatible. Plug and Play with Windows 7/Vista/XP and Mac
OS X. Uses standard General Aviation headset connectors (PJ-068
and PJ-055B). Supports headset impedances of 100 to 600 Ohms.
Supports Mono and Stereo Headsets. Compatible with standard microphone types (electret, dynamic and powered dynamic) Specifications:
Powers microphone bias (+9V) from USB port (no external power needed). Zero delay voice feedback/sidetone feature (PC/Mac only). Output
frequency response (20Hz-20KHz). Weight: 100g. Size: 65mm(L),
55mm(W), 25mm(D). Compact, robust, anodised aluminium enclosure.
Pilots Headset USB Adapter .......................P/N 13-09050 .......... $99.95
Chopper / Military Pilots UCB adapter ........P/N 13-09051 ........ $115.75

MICROSOFT FLIGHT
SIMULATOR X STEAM EDITION
Takeoff from anywhere in the world, flying some
of the most iconic aircraft to any one of 24,000
destinations. Plan your own flight in Free Flight
mode or test your flying prowess in missions
including Search and Rescue, Test Pilot, Carrier
Operations, and more! Microsoft Flight Simulator
X: Steam Edition delivers an authentically accurate aerial experience for simulation enthusiasts
and those with a passion for all things flight.
Whether you’re flying solo offline or competing
against online rivals in thrilling multiplayer air
races, FSX: Steam Edition will immerse you in a
dynamic, living world that brings a realistic flying
experience into your home.
P/N 13-18407 .................. $24.95

MICROSOFT FLIGHT SIM
DISCOVER ADD ON
Three of the most popular of the Discover franchise in one package. Includes: Discover Great
Britain, Discover Europe, and Arabia.
P/N 13-19703 .................. $16.95

X-PLANE 11 FLIGHT
SIMULATOR - DVD SET
Welcome to the world of props, jets, singleand multi-engine airplanes, as well as gliders,
helicopters and VTOLs. X-Plane contains subsonic and supersonic flight dynamics, allowing
users to predict the flight characteristics of the
slowest aircraft or the fastest. X-Plane includes
more than 15 aircraft in the default installation,
spanning the aviation industry and its history.
Aircraft included range from the Sikorsky S–76
and Cessna 172 to the Space Shuttle and the
B–52 Bomber. Additionally, some 2,000 additional aircraft models can be downloaded from
the Internet, many of which are completely free. If those aren’t enough,
users can design their own airplanes and test-fly them!
P/N 17-00348 .................. $86.75

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

THE NAVIGATION CD-ROM
The Navigation CD-ROM is an interactive CD-ROM that
teaches how to navigate with VOR, NDB, GPS, HSI,
RMI, and Airspace! You’ll be prepared for action in the
cockpit! Animation, sounds, quizzes and interactivity
allow you to visualize navigation concepts while using
simulations of actual aircraft equipment. To make learning easy, each tutorial features an easy-to-use pointand-click environment. During each tutorial, you’re prompted where to
click, when to proceed and what information to provide during quizzes. If
you need more time learning a concept, it is easy to review the section
at hand. This CD-ROM features a logical progression, clearly written
lessons, quizzes, interactive equipment simulation, colorful graphics and animation. System Requirements: Windows Vista, Windows
XP, Windows 98, or Windows 95. 4MB RAM (8MB recommended).
CD-ROM drive. 2MB hard drive space. Video supporting 256-color
mode (minimum). Sound card (not required, but recommended).
P/N 13-00892 ...........$99.00
Download Version .......................................P/N 13-11401 ...........$95.00

VOR/NDB SIMULATOR V2.0
On-screen instructions are fully-voice-narrated.
There’s only one Simulator Module—you can choose
any array of instruments to use, from the Instrument
Manager. Instruments are draggable, allowing you
to arrange them as they exist on your aircraft’s
instrument panel. VOR and NDB navigation can
be performed simultaneously on the same screen.
“Random” buttons generate random aircraft heading,
navaid positions, aircraft position, and wind speed and direction Hide
and show the aircraft, course lines, path flown, and heading vectors.
The instruments and map area can be printed by the default printer configured on your computer. Grid lines on the map area represent square
miles. ADF instrument allows fixed-card and rotatable-card methods of
use. Precision movement of the course needle on the Course Deviation
Indicators and Horizontal Situation Indicator allows greater navigation
accuracy. Compass rose symbol on VOR navaids now remains stationary when the course is changed
P/N 13-01437 ...........$69.00
Download Version .......................................P/N 13.-11402 ..........$64.95
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GETTING AROUND ON THE GROUND
The only interactive, multimedia tool available that
teaches the types of airport markings, signage, and
lighting. It also goes beyond simple technical knowledge
by outlining hazards, safety tips, and procedures that will
help keep you aware, knowledgeable, and safe on the
ground. A real-time, 3-D, virtual airport taxi simulator.
Get the ATIS, exchange communications with Air Traffic
Control, and follow taxi instructions including hold short
and runway crossing tasks. Two airports and forty challenging taxi scenarios are included. And, there’s no need
for special hardware such as rudder pedals, because you control your
aircraft with just a few keys on your keyboard. It’s easy! By completing
all the content and taking the Final Exam, you can qualify to obtain credit
for the FAA WINGS program. The WINGS program is a continuing education program for pilots, sponsored by the FAA. You’ll not only learn to
be a safer pilot on the airport surface—you’ll also be able to prove your
commitment to flight safety with your WINGS account.
P/N 13-01438 ...........$99.00
Download Version .......................................P/N 13-11403 ...........$99.00
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AIRBORNE RADAR ONLINE TRAINING
Airborne-Radar.Com is an online course that
teaches how to use airborne weather radar.
But, it goes beyond the use of airborne radar,
teaching thunderstorm theory, hazards of thunderstorms, airborne radar theory, and airborne
radar techniques. A Final Exam concludes the
course, enabling the user to test their knowledge.
Airborne-Radar.Com is available to PC and Mac
users. Most seasoned professional pilots will admit that there has
always been a lack of adequate weather radar training. The mantra has
always been, “fly the airplane, and figure it out as you go.” But there’s
no reason to continue with that mindset. Now Airborne-Radar.Com provides the only source of thorough, interactive online training for airborne
weather radar. .............................................P/N 13-10296 .........$199.00
Download Version .......................................P/N 13-11405 .........$199.00

FLIGHT OF VOYAGER CD (DICK RUTAN)
This is a recount of the horrific, horrendous, heroic &
humorous moments of the Voyager project through
the eyes of the pilot Dick Rutan. On Dec. 14, 1986
Voyager took off from Edwards AFB in California and
9 days later landed at the Edwards, completing the
first ever non-stop, unrefueled world flight. This 3-CD
set (3.5 hrs) includes a mini journal map of the flight,
historic photos, fun facts, & more.
P/N 13-01163 ...........$34.95
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